INTRODUCTION
============

High-throughput technologies continue to transform biological and medical research. A decade after finalizing the human genome sequence ([@B1]), orchestrated efforts focus on exploring human variation and history ([@B2],[@B3]), exhaustive identification of functional DNA elements ([@B4]), deciphering complex disease traits ([@B5]) and cancer ([@B6]), among others. Modern researchers routinely apply high-throughput tools like next-generation sequencing to unravel secrets of genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics and explain life, disease and death at the molecular level. As biotechnologies become exponentially more efficient and cost-effective, promising perspectives of personalized genomics and medicine emerge.

A common denominator of current high-throughput techniques is the abundance of data resulting from any single experiment. Thousands or millions of reads from genome or proteome-wide assays often highlight many hundreds of genes and proteins that are particularly informative of the experiment. Meaningful biological interpretation of these results is a crucial step. Functional profiling combines computational and statistical methods to link collections of biomolecules (genes, transcripts, proteins) with known, statistically significant functional features.

Functional profiling is an active area of research and numerous bioinformatics tools allow researchers to interpret their gene lists \[e.g. ([@B7; @B8; @B9; @B10; @B11; @B12; @B13]), see Huang *et al.* ([@B14]) for a review\]. Here, we are proud to present an update note of g:Profiler ([@B15]), a web server for functional interpretation and integration of gene lists in the context of versatile biological evidence. We combine rapid algorithms and rich visualization for interpreting gene lists, ranked lists and gene list collections. Our automated interpretative analysis takes advantage of systematized knowledge about gene and protein function, including Gene Ontology (GO) ([@B16]), Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) ([@B17]) and biological pathway databases KEGG ([@B18]) and Reactome ([@B19]). We also cover experimental data like protein--protein interactions from BioGrid ([@B20]) and target sites of microRNAs \[MicroCosm database ([@B21])\] and transcription factors \[Transfac ([@B22])\]. Even more information can be retrieved from a large collection of microarrays from ArrayExpress ([@B23]) via gene coexpression searches, and from dozens of related organisms via gene homology searches. Frequent data updates from multispecies databases of Ensembl ([@B24],[@B25]) and GOA ([@B26]) guarantee stable and consistent gene annotations. g:Profiler is available for 85 organisms, including common model organisms, mammals, plants, insects and fungi.

g:Profiler WEB SERVER
=====================

The g:Profiler web server comprises a collection of five closely integrated tools that perform functional profiling (g:GOSt, g:Cocoa), biomolecule integration tasks (g:Convert) and genomic data mining (g:Sorter, g:Orth). Each tool is briefly described below. A summary of existing and novel g:Profiler features can be found in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.Summary of g:Profiler features in 2007 and novel additions in 2011Featureg:Profiler 2007Added in g:Profiler 2011Supported species31 speciesEnsembl85 speciesEnsembl and Ensembl genomes, mammals, fungi, insects, plants, etc*.*Biological evidence consideredGene ontologyPathways databases (KEGG, Reactome)Transcription factor motifs (Transfac)Gene expression similarity search (GEO)microRNA target sites (MicroCosm)Disease genes (HPO)Protein--protein interactions (BioGrid)Gene expression similarity search (ArrayExpress)Input for enrichment analysisGene setsOrdered gene listsFunctional groupsChromosomal regionsMultiple gene lists or regionsMethodsHypergeometric testMultiple testing (g:SCS, FDR, Bonferroni)Customized background setEnrichment of interaction network modulesToolsg:GOSt---gene group functional profilingg:Convert---gene ID converterg:Sorter---expression similarity searchg:Orth---orthology searchg:Cocoa---compact comparison of gene annotations

g:GOSt---gene group functional profiling
----------------------------------------

g:GOSt, the core of the g:Profiler, performs statistical enrichment analysis to provide interpretation to user-provided gene lists ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). We study multiple sources of functional evidence, including Gene Ontology terms, biological pathways and regulatory motifs for transcription factors. In the 2011 update of g:Profiler, we added support for microRNA motifs, human disease annotations and protein--protein interactions (see below). Figure 1.g:Profiler tools (**A--E**) and data streams (arrows) for constructing analysis pipelines. (A) g:GOSt---functional profiling of gene lists, with sources of input shown on the left \[also see (**F**)\]. Output: genes are shown horizontally and annotations vertically, colours denote classes of functional evidence. (B) g:Cocoa---functional profiling of multiple gene lists. Output: gene lists are shown horizontally and annotations vertically, colours (intensity of red) denote strength of enrichment. (C) g:Convert---ID mapping service for kinds of molecules and databases. (D) g:Sorter---gene-based expression similarity search from microarrays. (E) g:Orth---mapping homologous genes of related species. (F) Identification of enriched protein--protein interaction modules in gene lists. A fragment of g:GOSt output includes a module of interacting query genes (core, red) and non-query genes interacting with the core module (neighbourhood, black).

Analysis of gene lists and significance estimation is carried out in our rapid C++ library. g:Profiler uses the widely applied hypergeometric distribution for significance estimation, and combines it with our custom multiple testing correction procedure g:SCS described earlier. This method is designed to eliminate false positives while considering the unevenly distributed structure of functional annotations, as confirmed in our simulations ([@B15]). The standard alternatives false discovery rate (FDR) and Bonferroni correction are also available.

The main input of the tool is a mixed list of genes or proteins, and the user may choose to treat the list as *unordered* or *ordered*. The user may also insert a GO or pathway ID to for annotated genes or specify chromosomal coordinates for genes in a region (see below). In case of an unordered gene list, a single enrichment analysis identifies all over-represented functional terms. The ordered option is useful when the genes are placed in some biologically meaningful order, for instance according to the differential expression in a given microarray experiment. g:Profiler then performs incremental enrichment analysis with increasingly larger numbers of genes from the top of the list ([@B15]). This optimization procedure identifies specific functional terms that associate to most dramatic changes in gene expression, as well as broader terms that characterize the gene set as a whole.

The main output of g:GOSt is a tabular graphical representation of detected functional enrichments in rows, input genes in columns and gene annotations in table cells. The visualization includes a broad spectrum of information for further consideration, including enrichment *P*-values, gene-to-term mappings, colour-coded evidence codes, hierarchy of enriched functional terms and peak enrichments in ordered gene lists. As a new feature, we visualize protein--protein interaction modules that are enriched in input gene lists (see below). Direct links with other g:Profiler tools, simple programmable interfaces and alternative output formats (textual, spreadsheet) allow smooth creation of analysis pipelines.

g:Cocoa---compact comparison of annotations (new in 2011)
---------------------------------------------------------

In the 2011 g:Profiler update, we have added a new tool to the web server. g:Cocoa stands for 'COmpact COmparison of gene Annotations' and performs comparative analysis of multiple gene lists ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). The input of g:Cocoa is presented in a multiline format that resembles FASTA, allowing users to construct and name multiqueries easily. Its output is a tabular graphic similar to g:GOSt, except that each column stands for a gene list rather than a single gene, and cell colours highlight significant enrichments. The compact output of g:Cocoa allows a condensed and minimal comparison of functional enrichments in dozens of gene lists.

In addition to enrichment analysis, g:Cocoa performs two further tasks for gene list comparison. First, one may use the tool to identify most meaningful gene lists in a multilist query. In that case, g:Cocoa evaluates the total statistical significance across all functional categories and orders the results accordingly. Second, one may use the tool to evaluate the functional similarity between gene lists. In that case, g:Cocoa compares the first list and all others, and orders the lists according to similarity. Total significance is quantified with log-sums of *P*-values, and the Euclidean distance over functional enrichments is used for similarity estimation. Such analyses have useful applications, for instance in comparing the performance of several bioinformatics algorithms in retrieving biologically meaningful results ([@B27]).

g:Convert---gene ID converter
-----------------------------

g:Convert is a gene identifier conversion tool ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). It uses information from Ensembl databases ([@B24],[@B25]) to handle hundreds of types of IDs for genes, proteins, transcripts, microarray probesets for many species, experimental platforms and biological databases. The most important feature of g:Convert is flexibility---it accepts a mixed list of genes (identifiers, names, accessions) and recognizes their types automatically. Besides providing a front-end service for scientists through tabulated, textual and spreadsheet outputs, g:Convert is a unified interface for all g:Profiler tools and several others.

g:Convert accepts a gene list as input, and provides a table with converted identifiers, gene names and short descriptions as output. Our ID mapping strategy describes all biomolecules as triplets of Ensembl genes, transcripts and proteins, and stores these in a bidirectional hashtable-based index for fast performance. As a new feature in 2011, g:Convert and other g:Profiler tools unambiguously support several classes of numeric identifiers, notably EntrezGene accessions and Affymetrix Exon Array probesets.

The relevance of g:Convert to the community is illustrated by the fact that ∼30% of all web queries to g:Profiler involve g:Convert.

g:Sorter---expression similarity search
---------------------------------------

g:Sorter is a search tool for gene expression profiles ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). It allows users to find similar gene expression profiles to their gene of interest in a large collection of public microarray datasets from ArrayExpress ([@B23]). g:Sorter is conceptually similar to our Multi Experiment Matrix (MEM) software that performs global coexpression search on large microarray collections ([@B28]). g:Sorter supports several commonly used distance measures and directions for expression similarity assessment on collections of microarrays from a single experiment. For instance, one may use positive Pearson correlation to find coexpressed genes or anticorrelation to discover genes with reverse regulatory modulation. g:Sorter analysis has been applied successfully in a number of occasions, for instance in uncovering the regulatory network of lysosomal biogenesis ([@B29]).

The main input of g:Sorter is a gene or a protein of interest (the query gene) and a microarray dataset ID from a large collection. g:Sorter links the query gene to microarray probesets and performs similarity searches. Its output features one or more gene lists that correspond to the identified coexpression or antiexpression patterns. In the 2011 g:Profiler update, we have added a convenient keyword-based search for finding relevant microarray datasets. Our search database now contains \>4000 microarray experiments for 16 species.

g:Orth---orthology search
-------------------------

g:Orth is a tool for mapping homologous genes across related organisms ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E). The input of the tool is a list of genes of an organism. Given a selected target organism, g:Orth retrieves the genes of the target that are similar in sequence to the initial genes. g:Orth handles one-to-one and more complex orthology mappings using data from Ensembl and Ensembl Genomes. The orthology search in g:Orth has several applications in functional analysis. For instance, researchers of model organisms may retrieve human homologs of genes of interest, to study their hypotheses in the context of human health ([@B30]).

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN g:Profiler IN 2011
======================================

Enriched protein--protein interaction modules in gene lists
-----------------------------------------------------------

g:Profiler now allows interpretation of gene lists in the context of protein--protein interaction networks ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F). We take advantage of a novel statistical strategy for identifying significant modules of interactions (subnetworks) in gene lists. Our strategy comprises a set of 'core' genes and a set of 'neighbourhood' genes. The core set includes all genes in the original input list that are connected by an interaction. The latter set includes all immediate interaction partners of the core set that do not belong to the original input. We use the hypergeometric test to decide if the input list contains significantly more interacting genes than expected, in contrast to the surrounding network neighbourhood. Intuitively, this strategy captures interaction modules (cores) in which a significant number of genes is present in the input gene list. g:Profiler also includes an extension of the above strategy for ordered gene lists. In this case, multiple cores and neighbourhoods are considered similarly to our incremental enrichment analysis, and the core with the lowest *P*-value is reported as the final result.

g:Profiler performs subnetwork enrichment analysis on single gene lists (g:GOSt) as well as multiple gene lists (g:Cocoa). We currently cover \>300 000 protein--protein interactions from the Biogrid database ([@B20]), for seven species including human, mouse, fly and yeast. We provide a visual representation of the enriched subnetwork and its neighbourhood, and show related genes as text for further processing. Such analysis has several useful applications. For instance, we have studied yeast protein modules and physical complexes that are dysregulated in transcription factor knockout mutants ([@B31]). An example of such analysis is shown below (Case Study 2, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr378/DC1))**.**

Enrichment analysis of disease genes in human and model organisms
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The g:Profiler 2011 update provides means to interpret gene lists in the context of human disease. We have imported gene annotations from the HPO, a standardized vocabulary of phenotypic abnormalities encountered in human disease ([@B17]). HPO contains information from several important sources, notably including the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) ([@B32]). Below we present an example analysis that takes advantage of these data for interpreting evolution in contemporary humans.

Due to ethical constraints, a significant portion of research on human disease is conducted in model organisms like mouse and rat. As HPO only describes human genes at the time, we have extended these annotations to model organisms using sequence homology information from Ensembl. Sequence similarity alone is not sufficient for reliable inference of translational disease models. However, we believe that the detailed resources of HPO, combined with stronger sources of evidence such as curated pathways, provide useful pointers for interpreting gene lists of many versatile organisms where detailed knowledge of disease and function is still lacking.

Functional analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms and chromosomal regions
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 2011 update of g:Profiler allows direct functional analysis of single nucleotides and chromosomal regions. Users may submit entire collections of chromosomal coordinates or ranges, and g:Profiler automatically retrieves gene lists that are located in corresponding regions. Depending on the tool, the genes will be subjected to functional profiling (g:GOSt), orthology search (g:Orth) or gene ID mapping (g:Convert). Furthermore, g:Cocoa provides a special format to insert and study multiple collections of chromosomal regions.

Such an analysis has numerous useful applications. One may explore sequence variations like single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), copy number variations (CNVs) and chromosomal rearrangements that are responsible for human variation and history, complex disease traits and cancer, among others. These data are rapidly accumulated by genome sequencing efforts ([@B2],[@B3]), genome-wide association studies ([@B5]) and cancer genomics projects ([@B6]). Below we present a case study to investigate the functional significance of genomic regions that have undergone positive selection in contemporary humans (Case Study 1, [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Functional analysis of positively selected regions in modern human genome versus Neanderthal genome. Input genomic loci were grouped by chromosome and analysed with g:Cocoa. R was used for visualization. Enriched annotations are shown vertically and chromosomes horizontally. Coloured cells indicate statistically significant enrichments of corresponding functions (*P* \< 0.05, red tones represent greater significance). Annotation axis labels are grouped and coloured according to data source. To avoid redundant annotations, only most significant function of any hierarchically related group is shown.

Custom statistical background for enrichment detection
------------------------------------------------------

In this g:Profiler update, we have improved our statistical methods and added a feature for customizing gene background in g:GOSt and g:Cocoa. Enrichment analysis involves a background set that determines the expected proportions of function-associated and non-associated genes in the input list. The default background usually corresponds to all known genes of a genome. However, such an approach may give misleading results when the user is initially focusing on a narrower set of genes. Relevant examples include microarrays with tissue-specific genes, or studies involving specific genes like transcription factors. While a default analysis of such genes would inevitably recover annotations like liver development or transcriptional regulation, customized background set of initial genes would help reduce global biases and uncover more specific annotations. An example illustrating customized backgrounds is shown below (Case Study 3, [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 3.Comparison of standard, global background gene list (left plot) and customized list (right plot) in functional enrichment analysis of nine core cell cycle transcription factors in yeast. Top 10 enriched categories are shown vertically and log-scale *P*-values horizontally. R was used for visualization. The global analysis reveals general functional enrichments of transcriptional regulation (black bars), while focused analysis with the custom background of all yeast TFs shows specific cell cycle-related terms (grey bars).

g:Profiler users may submit their backgrounds as mixed lists of gene IDs. Besides user-defined backgrounds, a few predefined backgrounds are available for precise analysis of most popular microarray platforms. Analysis with a custom background automatically discards unrelated genes and annotations to provide unbiased statistics.

Filtering of GO electronic annotations
--------------------------------------

Since the 2011 update of g:Profiler, we support filtering of GO annotations according to the quality of supporting evidence. A significant proportion of GO annotations result from automated analysis and are assigned the IEA evidence code (Inferred from Electronic Annotation). This concerns ∼36% of all functional annotations in current g:Profiler, and this proportion is even more dramatic in human data (77% of 2.7 million annotations). While IEA annotations are valuable in mapping gene functions, manual curation of experimental and computational data is generally of higher confidence. Therefore, it is sometimes advisable to exclude electronically inferred annotations from enrichment analysis and focus on stronger evidence. Excluding IEA annotations may also help reduce bias towards abundant and ubiquitous housekeeping genes like the ribosomes.

The IEA filter is enabled in g:GOSt and g:Cocoa via a single checkbox, and corresponding enrichment analyses account for altered structure of GO annotations.

g:Profiler for 85 species
-------------------------

The 2011 version of g:Profiler contains data for 85 species and this number is increasing with nearly every data reload. Besides mammalian and other species from Ensembl ([@B24]), we have expanded our repertoire to representatives of metazoa, plants and fungi from the Ensembl Genomes initiative ([@B25]). To our knowledge, g:Profiler is the only functional profiling software that supports such a broad collection of species. The current version of g:Profiler includes information for 50 million gene to function annotations, and provides functional profiling tools to different research communities, e.g. those of agricultural and plant genomics ([@B33],[@B34]).

Advanced methods for automated analysis
---------------------------------------

In addition to improved experience of interactive analysis, 2011 g:Profiler update includes developments in the area of automated analysis and application programmable interfaces. All g:Profiler tools include text-based, tabulated and spreadsheet (Excel) output formats. Minimal output format with no HTML headers allows creation of software that interacts with g:Profiler. As an example of g:Profiler integration with programming languages, we have now implemented a simple package for GNU R that accesses the g:Profiler web server to mediate functionality of g:GOSt, g:Cocoa and g:Convert. The R package is available for download on our web site. We have also created an web service that is compatible with ENFIN Encore workflows ([@B35]). Since the 2011 update, we maintain archived versions of g:Profiler software and data to provide comparability to earlier studies.

CASE STUDIES
============

Functional analysis of positively selected regions in the human genome
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the new features of g:Profiler, we present a case study with genomic regions that have undergone significant evolution during early human history. We retrieved 212 loci of positive selection from the recent analysis of the Neanderthal genome ([@B3]), grouped these into chromosome-specific lists and studied the functional enrichments of localized genes with the g:Cocoa chromosomal multiquery feature. These results were retrieved through the g:Profiler R interface, filtered for non-redundant terms and visualized using a custom script.

The results of this case study include several interesting functional features that may provide insights into the evolution of modern humans ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, GO functions like 'defense response to bacterium' (chr. 6, *P* = 10^−8^) and 'viral reproduction' (chr. 18, *P* = 10^−7^) as well as KEGG pathway for 'systemic lupus erythematosus' (*P* = 10^−12^) may indicate accumulated disease resistance. A number of enriched HPO disease gene annotations such as 'malaligned carpal bone' (chr. 20, *P* = 10^−3^) as well as the GO process 'appendage morphogenesis' (chr. 2, *P* = 10^−6^) may associate to the development of modern human hands. In addition, this analysis provides pointers to the evolution of gene regulation at multiple levels of organization, including epigenetic (GO cell component nucleosome, chr. 1, *P* = 10^−15^), transcriptional (six enrichments of transcription factor binding sites, *P* \< 10^−3^) and post-transcriptional regulation (four enrichments of microRNA target sites, *P* \< 0.02). In summary, these results provide interesting hypotheses for further study and show the usefulness of new g:Profiler features.

Identification of protein complexes in regulator perturbation data
------------------------------------------------------------------

We also provide an example of gene list interpretation in the context of protein--protein interactions. We previously studied differentially expressed genes in yeast transcription factor perturbations (ΔTF) and identified affected protein--protein interaction modules ([@B31]), using the method described above. Here, we investigated a collection of high-confidence protein complexes from a recent analysis ([@B36]) to interpret our ΔTF data, using the g:Profiler R interface and a custom script for filtering and visualization. In particular, we identified protein complexes that were fully listed in g:Profiler analysis of ΔTF data.

This case study highlights the presence of multiple important protein complexes among our enriched modules ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr378/DC1)). For instance, the global TFIIA complex is required for all transcription by RNA polymerase II and is therefore important in all processes involving transcription. In our data, all subunits of TFIIA are affected in multiple perturbation strains, including Δ*gal11*, a subunit of the mediator complex that interacts with RNA Polymerase II. TFIIA is also dysregulated in the induced deletions of Rap1 and Gcr1. The latter are essential transcription factors with numerous global roles. In summary, the modules identified by our methods frequently overlap with actual protein complexes and may provide useful pointers for biologically meaningful gene list interpretation.

Application of background gene lists for improving specificity
--------------------------------------------------------------

The usefulness of custom background gene lists is shown in the following example. We studied the functional enrichments of nine core cell cycle transcription factors (TFs) in yeast (Mcm1, Mbp1, Swi4, Swi6, Fkh1, Fkh2, Ace2, Swi5, Ndd1), using the standard background (all yeast genes, ∼6000), as well as a user-defined background list (yeast transcription factors, ∼300). The former approach is reasonable when genes of interest are sampled from the genome-wide collection of genes, while the latter approach is more meaningful when focusing *a priori* on a narrow, predefined gene group such as transcription factors.

The comparison of top 10 results from the two queries highlights the differences of the two approaches ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, custom R graphic). The first, global analysis of the 9 TFs results in general functional annotations such as 'positive regulation of transcription' (*P* = 10^−11^) that would be expected from any such group of TFs. Annotations of this specificity are most informative given that the focus is the whole genome. When the analysis is restricted to the TF set beforehand, a customized background set allows one to bypass the *a priori* knowledge of general TF function and retrieve more specific annotations. In our example, the second analysis results in specific annotations like 'interphase of mitotic cell cycle' (*P* = 10^−8^). In summary, utilizing a biologically meaningful custom background can improve specificity in enrichment analysis.

DISCUSSION
==========

With the ongoing development and maintenance of g:Profiler, we aim to provide a comprehensive functional profiling service that combines powerful visualization, sophisticated algorithms and up-to-date genomic and functional data. For this update, we implemented several improvements to address the needs of new and experienced g:Profiler users alike. Improved filtering and statistics produce results of greater confidence and more customization power. Multilist enrichment analysis in g:Cocoa delivers results and visualization in a condensed overview. Our special focus in this g:Profiler update relates to developments in biomedical and clinical research that are likely to lead to personalized genomics and medicine in the future. First, we include disease gene annotations in our enrichment tests to enable and promote discovery of associations to human health. Second, we incorporate algorithms for interpreting gene lists in the context of molecular interaction networks, as the concepts of biological systems and networks have become ever more important in the past decade. Last but not least, we provide direct means to study the functional enrichments of user-defined DNA regions and even single nucleotides through corresponding genes. Functional analysis of these data is likely to become increasingly important, as genome and transcriptome sequencing, genome-wide association studies and other biotechnologies reveal more DNA-based evidence to reason about human variation, history, complex disease traits and cancer.

Since the publication of g:Profiler in 2007, the tool has found extensive use in a number of projects in stem cell research ([@B37; @B38; @B39]), cancer genomics ([@B40],[@B41]), machine learning and yeast genomics ([@B42],[@B43]), microRNA regulatory networks ([@B44]), among others. g:Profiler is related to a whole family of bioinformatics tools that apply its functional profiling and biomolecule mapping methods for various tasks, like global coexpression analysis in large microarray collections \[MEM ([@B28])\], module identification and interpretation in biological networks \[GraphWeb ([@B45])\], transcriptome analysis in pathways \[KEGGanim ([@B46])\] and optimal gene expression clustering with functional profiling \[VisHiC ([@B47])\].

Future developments of g:Profiler will further elaborate on new and emerging sources of biomedical evidence. Functional interpretation of gene lists will greatly benefit from the comprehensive regulatory maps from ENCODE and modENCODE. Another important area of development involves deeper integration with network-based sources of evidence. Novel methods need to explore massive amounts of data from the next-generation sequencing of tumour catalogues, human variation studies and personalized genomics.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr378/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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